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Chicago cannabis supporters ‘smoked
out’ in Logan Square on 420
Emily Gray Brosious
April 21, 2017: 1:46 PM CT

Cannabis supporters gather near Chicago’s Logan Square Monument on April 20, 2017, to commemorate the
unofficial marijuana holiday with a “420 Smoke Out”. (Photo credit: Emily Gray Brosious/Extract)

________________________________________________________
Under a clear, blue sky Thursday afternoon, April 20, the warm breeze smelled
unmistakably like marijuana at Chicago’s Logan Square Monument, where dozens
gathered to celebrate marijuana’s unofficial holiday and “smoke out” in the “spirit of
civil disobedience,” organizers said.
A large crowd mingled around the monument, playing instruments, making chalk art,
and listening to speakers and live music. Others gathered in a circle on the grass and
took turns sharing reasons why they support legalizing cannabis.
“We should be able to make our own choices.” – “Cannabis is the one of the best
medicines.” – “Cannabis cures my crippling anxiety.” – “Cannabis helped my mom who
had breast cancer.”
All the while, people puffed on joints and passed them around the gathering.
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All the while, people puffed on joints and passed them around the gathering.
Illinois has decriminalized personal cannabis possession and legalized the drug for
medical purposes. But recreational and public cannabis use remain prohibited
throughout the state.
“I’m not afraid of standing up and taking risks to say, ‘We’re incarcerating too many
people in Chicago for a drug that’s safer than sugar,’” Mark Brouwer, 30, a volunteer
with the Illinois chapter of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws (NORML) and co-organizer of Thursday’s 420 gathering, told Extract.
“The freedom of cannabis comes in many stages,” Brouwer said. “Initially, it’s just civil
disobedience. I think most cannabis consumers practice civil disobedience; they
consume, even though, technically, it’s illegal.”

Cannabis supporters gather at Chicago’s Logan Square Monument on April 20, 2017, for a “420 Smoke Out”. (Photo
credit: Emily Gray Brosious/Extract)

________________________________________________________
Many people at the “420 Smoke Out” told Extract they came to support
cannabis legalization in Illinois. A number pointed to criminal justice issues
surrounding cannabis prohibition, including mass incarceration and policing practices.
Others spoke about cannabis’ relatively high safety profile in comparison to other legal
substances like alcohol and tobacco.
“It comes from the earth, it’s totally natural,” Adrian, 34, an artist and dog kennel
employee, told Extract. “I’ve seen people do way harder drugs, and they pay for it. And
weed doesn’t do anything to you. It mellows you out, and it’s awesome. Look how many
great people are here – If everybody was drunk, I don’t think we’d be having the same
good time.”
Cindy, 32, a receptionist at a barber shop, praised Colorado’s adult use marijuana
legalization and said she hopes Illinois moves in that direction.
“Out of alcohol or any other drug you could do, or even smoking cigarettes, marijuana
– last time I checked – never killed anybody,” she said.
Marijuana legalization has been gaining traction at the state level in Illinois, with the
recent introduction of legislation to legalize the drug for recreational adult use.
State Sen. Heather Steans and state Rep. Kelly Cassidy, both Democrats from Chicago,
introduced measures to legalize cannabis for adults 21 and older in March. House Bill
2535 has already picked up eight co-sponsors in the state House, and recent town
halls and public hearings on the proposed legislation have been met with substantial
public interest. However, lawmakers say they probably won’t call the measures for a
vote until sometime in 2018.
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vote until sometime in 2018.
“I think Steans and Cassidy are going about this in the right way and taking their time
to get it right,” Brouwer said.
Despite movement at the state level in Illinois and across the nation, marijuana
remains illegal for all purposes at the federal level. Along the campaign trail, Donald
Trump said medical cannabis laws should be left up to the states, but his administration
has recently hinted at a potential federal crackdown on states with legal cannabis.
To date, at least 44 states and the District of Columbia have legalized some form of
medical cannabis, and eight states have legalized the drug for adult recreational use.
The Obama administration largely avoided prosecuting state-legal marijuana
activities, but the Trump administration’s position on state legalization remains
unclear.
A Justice Department task force has been formed to review current marijuana policies,
and initial recommendations are due by July 27.
U.S. Congressional candidate Benjamin Thomas Wolf, an adjunct professor of human
rights at Roosevelt University and a former FBI national security official now running
for a seat in Illinois’ 5th congressional district in 2018, was also on hand for Thursday’s
420 gathering in Chicago.
“We realize that marijuana is being questioned across the country these days, and we
feel it’s important to legalize it for medical, recreational and commercial reasons,” Wolf
told Extract. “We’re trying to push a really progressive agenda, including the
legalization of marijuana, free college tuition and national health care.”
Incumbent U.S. Rep. Mike Quigley (D-IL 5th District) has not come out as strongly in
favor of recreational legalization as Wolf, although he has supported medical
marijuana reform at the federal level. Quigley received a B grade on NORML’s 2016
Congressional Scorecard.
Logan Square resident George Rivera, 52, came to the “420 Smoke Out” specifically to
meet Wolf, who he described as a “real marijuana advocate.”
“We need more politicians who are on our side about this issue,” Rivera said.
“Prohibition needs to go. It’s time.”
________________________________________________________

See more photos from Chicago’s “420 Smoke
Out”:
All photo credits/Emily Gray Brosious
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